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In this article we study the global stability in reaction-diffusion models for
single-species population growth under environmental toxicants with or without
time delays. The existence and uniqueness of a positive steady-state solution are
established in those models. It is shown that as long as the magnitude of the
instantaneous self-limitation and toxicant effects is larger than that of the time-
delay effects in the model with delays, the solution of both reaction-diffusion
Žsystems has the same asymptotic behavior extinction or converging to the positive
.steady-state solution, depending on the growth rate of the species . Numerical
Ž .simulations for both cases with or without time delays are demonstrated for the
purpose of comparison. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The scalar autonomous ordinary differential equation
dN t N tŽ . Ž .
s rN t 1 y 1Ž . Ž .ž /dt K
Ž .where r, K g 0, ‘ , is well known as the logistic equation in mathematical
ecology. The constant r is the growth rate of a single-species population
and the constant K is the carrying capacity of the habitat. An implicit
Ž . Ž . Ž .assumption contained in 1 is that the average growth rate N9 t rN t is a
Ž .linear function of the density N t . It has been shown that this assumption
is not realistic for a food-limited population under the effects of environ-
mental toxicants. The following alternative model was proposed by several
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w xresearchers 4, 5, 10, 11 for the dynamics of a population where growth
limitations were based upon the proportion of available resources not
utilized:
dN t K y N tŽ . Ž .
s rN t , 2Ž . Ž .
dt K q cN tŽ .
where c ) 0 and rrc is the replacement of mass in the population at K.
Ž .The model 2 allows incorporation of both environmental and food chain
effects of toxicant stress.
Based on the fact that the population densities rarely converge mono-
tonically to K and usually have a tendency to fluctuate around the
Ž .equilibrium, model 2 can be further modified by assuming that the
w xaverage growth rate is a function of the delayed argument t y t 3, 4, 12 :
dN t K y N t y tŽ . Ž .
s rN t . 3Ž . Ž .
dt K q cN t y tŽ .
Ž .Model 3 takes into account the fact that a growing population may
consume more food than a saturated one, since a growing population
needs food for both maintenance and growth.
Also considering the spatial dispersal and environmental heterogeneity,
in this article we study the following generalized reaction-diffusion system
Ž .for 2 :
› u t , x K x y u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
y Au t , x s r x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
› t K x q c x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
in 0, ‘ = V ,.
w xB u t , x s 0 on 0, ‘ = › V ,Ž . Ž .
4Ž .
u 0, x s u x on V ;Ž . Ž .0
Ž .and the following generalized reaction-diffusion system for 3 with both
instantaneous and delay terms:
›U t , xŽ .
y AU t , xŽ .
› t
K x y aU t , x y bU t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
s r x U t , xŽ . Ž .
K x q ac x U t , x q bc x U t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
in 0, ‘ = V ,.
w xB U t , x s 0 on 0, ‘ = › V ,Ž . Ž .
5Ž .
w xU s, x s h s, x on yt , 0 = V .Ž . Ž .
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We assume that V is a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary
Ž . Ž . Ž .› V. The functions r x , c x , and K x are positive in V and HolderÈ
continuous on V. a and b are constants satisfying a ) 0 and b is
nonnegative such that a q b s 1. We also assume that
› u
w x w xB u s u or B u s q g x uŽ .
›n
1qa Ž . Ž .with g g C › V and g x G 0 on › V. The initial functions u and h0
are Holder continuous on their respective domains, satisfying the bound-È
ary condition at t s 0.
The differential operator A is defined as
2, pD A s f g C V ; f g W V ; Af g C V , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F0 0½ 5
p)1
n 2 n› f x › f xŽ . Ž .
Af x s a x q b x , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j j› x › x › xi j ji , js1 js1
where all the coefficients a and b are Holder continuous in x. A isÈi j j
uniformly strongly elliptic, that is, there is a constant d ) 0 so that
n n
2 na x j j G d j , x g V , j , . . . , j g R .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j j 1 n
i , js1 js1
y1 Ž . Ž .It is well known that A : C V “ C V is a bounded linear operator.0 0
The main goal of our article is to show the existence of a unique positive
steady-state solution in those models and investigate the asymptotic behav-
ior of the time-dependent solutions in both models in relation to such
Ž .steady state. It is seen that the population density function u t, x in model
Ž .4 converges to the trivial solution or the positive steady state globally,
Ž . Ž .depending on the growth rate r x . For the model 5 with time delays, the
Ž .population density function U t, x converges to the same asymptotic limit
Ž .as in 4 , provided that the magnitude of delay effects b is smaller than the
magnitude of instantaneous effects a. At the end of this article, demon-
stration and comparison of numerical simulations for both models are
given through finite-difference approximations and a monotone iteration
method.
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Ž .2. GLOBAL STABILITY IN MODEL 4
w xWe first give some known results 1 on the global stability in the logistic
equation
› ¤ t , xŽ .
y A¤ t , x s r x ¤ t , x 1 y ¤ t , x rK x in 0, ‘ = V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .
› t
w xB ¤ t , x s 0 on 0, ‘ = › V .Ž . Ž . 8Ž .
¤ 0, x s ¤ x on V .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let r r be the spectral radius of the operator K defined asr
y1K : C V “ C V ; K f x s yA r ? f ? x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r 0 0 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If r r F 1, then for any nonnegati¤e initial function ¤ in 8 ,0
5 5lim ¤ t , ? s 0.Ž . ‘
t“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If r r ) 1, then the problem 8 admits a unique positi¤e steady-
Ž .state solution C x and for e¤ery nonnegati¤e, nontri¤ial initial function ¤ ,0
5 5lim ¤ t , ? y C ? s 0.Ž . Ž . ‘
t“‘
w xWe next introduce the following existence-comparison result 8 for the
Ž .reaction-diffusion system 4 and its steady-state system:
K x y f xŽ . Ž .
yAf x s r x f x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . 9Ž .
w xB f x s 0 on › V .Ž .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. i If there exists a pair of smooth functions u t, x andÄ
Ž . Ž .u t, x called upper and lower solutions satisfying the inequalitiesÃ
› u t , x K x y u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
y Au t , x G r x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
› t K x q c x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä
› u t , x K x y u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
y Au t , x F r x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
› t K x q c x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ã 10Ž .
in 0, ‘ = V ,Ž .
w x w xB u t , x G 0 G B u t , x on 0, ‘ = › V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ã
u 0, x G u x G u 0, x on V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ã0
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Ž . Ž .then the parabolic system 4 has a unique solution u t, x with u G u G uÄ Ã
w .on 0, ‘ = V.
Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Žii If there exists a pair of smooth functions f x and f x called
.upper and lower solutions satisfying the inequalities
ÄK x y f xŽ . Ž .Ä ÄyAf x G r x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . ÄK x q c x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
ÃK x y f xŽ . Ž .Ã Ãy Af x F r x f x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . ÃK x q c x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
11Ž .
Ä ÃB f x G 0 G B f x on › V ,Ž . Ž .
Ä ÃŽ . Ž .then the elliptic system 9 has a solution F x with f G F G f on V.
w xThe following monotone convergence result was given by Pao 8 :
Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. Let f x and f x be upper and lower solutions of system 9
Ž . Ž .defined in Lemma 2. Denote by F x , F x the maximal and the minimal
Ã ÄŽ . ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 9 in f, f and by u t, x , u t, x the solutions of 4 corre-
Ä Ãsponding to u s f and u s f, respecti¤ely. Then0 0
lim u t , x s F x , lim u t , x s F x , as t “ ‘. 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Moreo¤er the con¤ergence of u and u in 12 is monotone in t.
The main result in this section is the following theorem on positive
steady state and global aspects of the qualitative behavior in the reaction-
Ž .diffusion system 4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. i When r r ) 1, the reaction-diffusion system 4 has a
Ž .unique positi¤e steady-state solution F x . For e¤ery nonnegati¤e initial
Ž . Ž .function u not identically zero, the solution u t, x of 4 satisfies0
5 5lim u t , ? y F ? s 0.Ž . Ž . ‘
t“‘
Ž . Ž .ii When r r F 1, then the tri¤ial solution 0 is globally asymptotic
Ž .stable in 4 with respect to e¤ery nonnegati¤e initial function u .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. i When r r ) 1, it is known from Lemma 1 that the elliptic
system
yA¤ x s r x ¤ x 1 y ¤ x rK x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
13Ž .
w xB ¤ x s 0 on › VŽ .
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Ž .has a unique positive solution C x . Let e be a constant such that
Ãw Ž .x Ž . Ž .0 - e F 1r 1 q c x for all x g V. The function f x s e C x satisfies
K x y C xŽ . Ž .Ã ÃyAf x s r x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
K xŽ .
ÃK x y 1 q c x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .ÃF r x f xŽ . Ž .
K xŽ .
ÃK x y f xŽ . Ž .ÃF r x f x in V .Ž . Ž . ÃK x q c x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
Also notice that
K x y C xŽ . Ž .
yAC x G r x C x in V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x C xŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2 implies that system 4 has a positive steady-state solution F x
Ž . Ž . Ž .with e C x F F x F C x on V.
Ž . Ž .For any u x ) 0 in V, choose 0 - d F 1 F M so that d F x F0
Ž . Ž . Ž .u x F MF x in V. Let u, u be the solutions of 4 corresponding to0
u s d F and u s MF, respectively. From the fact that0 0
K x y d F xŽ . Ž .
yA d F x F r x d F x andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x d F xŽ . Ž . Ž .
K x y MF xŽ . Ž .
y A MF x G r x MF x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x MF xŽ . Ž . Ž .
it is also known from Lemma 3 that
lim u t , x s F x , lim u t , x s F x , as t “ ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where F and F are the minimal and maximal solutions of 9 in
² : Ž .d F, MF . Since F and F are both solutions of 9 , we have
K y F K y F
FAF y FAF s FF y in V .
K q cFK q cF
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It follows from the Green's identity and the boundary properties of F, F
that
K x y F x K x y F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
FF x y dVŽ .H K x q c x F xŽ . Ž . Ž .K x q c x F xŽ . Ž . Ž .V
› F x › F xŽ . Ž .
s F x y F x dS s 0.Ž . Ž .H ž /›n ›n› V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The fact that F x G F x ) 0 shows that K y F r K q cF F
Ž . Ž .K y F r K q cF in V and the above relation only holds when F s F.
Ž .This verifies that the positive steady-state solution F for 9 is unique.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since u t, x and u t, x both converge monotonically to F x which is
continuous on V, then Dini's Theorem implies that the convergence is
uniform on V. By the comparison argument for parabolic systems, the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u t, x for 4 satisfies u t, x F u t, x F u t, x in 0, ‘ = V.
Ž . Ž .This proves that u t, x converges to F x uniformly as t “ ‘.
Ž .ii Let U* be the nonnegative solution of the following parabolic
problem:
›U* t , xŽ .
y AU* t , xŽ .
› t
s r x U* t , x 1 y U* t , x rK x in 0, ‘ = V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .
U* t , x s 0 on 0, ‘ = › V , 14Ž . . Ž .
w xB U* 0, x s u x on V .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .It is seen from Lemma 2 that U*, 0 is a pair of upper and lower solutions
Ž . w .for the parabolic system 4 on 0, ‘ = V. Therefore, there exists a unique
Ž . w x Ž .solution u for 4 with 0 F u F U* on 0, ‘ = V. When r r F 1, it
follows from Lemma 1 that
5 5 5 5lim u t , ? s lim U* t , ? s 0.Ž . Ž .‘ ‘
t“‘ t“‘
Ž .Argument ii in Theorem 1 is then proven.
Ž .3. GLOBAL STABILITY IN THE TIME-DELAY MODEL 5
Ž .We now consider the reaction-diffusion system 5 with toxicant and
Ž . Ž .time delays. Noting that system 5 is consistent with system 4 when
Ž .t s 0, F is also the unique positive steady-state solution for 5 . The
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Ž .following existence-comparison theorem for time-delay system 5 needs to
be stated first.
Ä ÃŽ . Ž .LEMMA 4. If there exists a pair of smooth functions U t, x and U t, x
Ž .called upper and lower solutions satisfying the inequalities
Ä›U t , xŽ . Äy AU t , xŽ .
› t
Ä ÃK x y aU t , x y bU t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .ÄG r x U t , xŽ . Ž . Ä ÃK x q c x aU t , x q c x bU t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ã›U t , xŽ . Ãy AU t , xŽ .
› t
Ã ÄK x y aU t , x y bU t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .ÃF r x U t , x 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÄK x q c x aU t , x q c x bU t y t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
in 0, ‘ = V ,Ž .
Ä Ãw x w xB U t , x G 0 G B U t , x on 0, ‘ = › V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä Ã w xU s, x G h s, x G U s, x on yt , 0 = V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä ÃŽ . Ž .then the time-delay system 5 has a unique solution U t, x with U G U G U
w .on yt , ‘ = V.
Ž .Denote by V t, x the solution of the following parabolic problem:
› V t , xŽ .
y AV t , xŽ .
› t
K x y V t , xŽ . Ž .
s r x V t , x in 0, ‘ = V , 16Ž . Ž . . Ž .
K x q c x V t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
w xB V t , x s 0 on 0, ‘ = › V ,Ž . Ž .
w xV s, x s ah s, x on yt , 0 = V .Ž . Ž .
Ž .It is seen from Lemma 4 that Vra, 0 is a pair of coupled upper and lower
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions for 5 . Therefore, the solution U t, x of 5 exists globally with
Ž . Ž . w x0 F U t, x F V t, x ra on 0, ‘ = V.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. i If r r ) 1 and a ) b, then the solution U t, x of 5
satisfies
5 5lim U t , ? y F ? s 0Ž . Ž . ‘
t“‘
Ž .for e¤ery nonnegati¤e initial function h with h 0, x not identically zero.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If r r F 1, then the solution U t, x of 5 satisfies
5 5lim U t , ? s 0Ž . ‘
t“‘
for e¤ery nonnegati¤e initial function h.
Ž .Proof. We first prove ii . It is known from Theorem 1 that when
Ž .r r F 1,
5 5lim V t , ? s 0.Ž . ‘
t“‘
Ž Ž . . Ž .Since V t, x ra, 0 is a pair of upper]lower solutions for 5 , then we have
5 5 5 5lim U t , ? s lim V t , ? ra s 0.Ž . Ž .‘ ‘
t“‘ t“‘
Ž . Ž .In order to prove i , we assume that r r ) 1. It is first seen from
Theorem 1 that
5 5V t , ? y F ? s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý ‘
t“‘
Ž .Hence, the solution U t, x of the time-delay system satisfies
lim sup U t , ? F F ? ra in C V . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘
Ž . Ž .For each e ) 0, there exists a T ) 0 so that when t, x g T , ‘ = V,e e
›U t , xŽ .
y AU t , xŽ .
› t
K x y e y aU t , x y bF x raŽ . Ž . Ž .
G r x U t , x .Ž . Ž .
K x q e q ac x U t , x q bc x F x raŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . w .Then, by the comparison argument we have U t, x G U t, x on T , ‘ =1 e
V, where U is the solution of the parabolic problem1
›U t , xŽ .1 y AU t , xŽ .1› t
K x y e y aU t , x y bF x raŽ . Ž . Ž .1sr x U t , xŽ . Ž .1 K x q e q ac x U t , x q bc x F x raŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 18Ž .
in T , ‘ = VŽ .e
w xB U t , x s 0 on T , ‘ = › VŽ . .1 e
Ž . Ž .with U T , x s U T , x on V.1 e e
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Let 0 - g - 1 be so that
a y b
0 - g s . 19Ž .2a
Noting the fact that
a y b b
y 1 y ag s y 1 y s y ,Ž . ž /a a
Ž . Ž .the function W x s g F x satisfies
K x y F xŽ . Ž .
yAW x s r x W xŽ . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x F xŽ . Ž . Ž .
K x y aW x y bF x raŽ . Ž . Ž .
s r x W x in VŽ . Ž .
K x q ac x W x q bc x F x raŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xŽ .with B W x s 0 on › V.
Ž .It is known from Theorem 1 that g F x is the unique positive steady-
Ž .state solution of 18 when e s 0, which is globally asymptotically stable.
Ž . Ž .The fact that U t, x G U t, x and the arbitrariness of e imply that1
lim inf U t , ? G g F ? in C V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘
Hence, for a ) b we have
a y b F ?Ž .
C ? F lim inf U t , ? F lim sup U t , ? F in C V . 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 aa t“‘ t“‘
Ž0. Ž0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let U x s F x ra, U x s g F x . For each k s 1, 2, . . . , we
Žk . Žk .solve for the maximal solutions U and U from the following boundary
value problems:
Žk . Žky1.K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
Žk . Žk .yAU x s r x U x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Žk . Žky1.K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žk . Žky1.K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
Žk . Žk .y AU x s r x U xŽ . Ž . Ž . Žk . Žky1.K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
in V ,
Žk . Žk .w xB U s B U s 0 on › V . 21Ž .
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We will use mathematical induction to show that
Žk . Žkq1.U ? G U ? G lim sup U t , ?Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘
Žkq1. Žk .G lim inf U t , ? G U ? G U ? in C V . 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘
Ž .The comparison argument and the uniqueness of a positive solution in 21
imply that
Ž0. Ž1. Ž1. Ž0.U ? G U ? and U ? G U ? in V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .It is known from 20 that
Ž0. Ž0.U ? G lim sup u t , ? G lim inf u t , ? G U ? in C V . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘t“‘
Assume by induction that
Žky1. Žk .U ? G U ? G lim sup u t , ? G lim inf u t , ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘t“‘
Žk . Žky1.G U ? G U ? in C V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then, by Theorem 1 and the comparison argument,
Žk . Žkq1. Žkq1. Žk .U x G U x G U x G U x on V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Again, for each e ) 0 there exists a T ) 0 so thate
K x q e y aU t , x y bU Žk . xŽ . Ž . Ž .
r x U t , xŽ . Ž . Žk .K x y e q ac x U t , x q bc x U xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
›U
G t , x y AU t , xŽ . Ž .
› t
Žk .K x y e y aU t , x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
G r x U t , xŽ . Ž . Žk .K x q e q ac x U t , x q bc x U xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
in T , ‘ = V ..e
From Theorem 1 and the arbitrariness of e , we have
Žkq1. Žkq1.U ? G lim sup U t , ? G lim inf U t , ? G U ? in C V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘t“‘
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Ž .From the induction argument, 22 holds for every positive integer k.
Therefore,
U ? G lim sup U t , ? G lim inf U t , ? G U ? in C V , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘t“‘
Žk .where U and U are the limit functions of the monotone sequences U
Žk . w xand U , respectively. The regularity arguments for elliptic systems 8
show that U and U satisfy the following relations:
K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
yAU x s r x U xŽ . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
y AU x s r x U x in VŽ . Ž . Ž .
K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
25Ž .
w x w xB U s B U s 0 on › V .
Ž .The relation 25 shows that
UAU y UAU
K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
s U x U xŽ . Ž .
K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
K x y aU x y bU xŽ . Ž . Ž .
y
K x q c x aU x q c x bU xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
a y b c x q 1 K x U x U x U x y U xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s .
K q caU q cbU K q caU q cbU
The Green's identity implies that
s UAU y UAU dVH
V
›U x ›U xŽ . Ž .
s U x y U x dS s 0.Ž . Ž .H ž /›n ›n› V
Ž .w Ž . x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since a y b c x q 1 K x U x U x ) 0 and U x y U x G 0 in V,
Ž .then we must have U ’ U on V. Hence, it follows from 25 that U ’ U
Ž . Ž .and they are the positive solution F of 9 . Finally, from 24 we have
lim U t , ? s F ? in C V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
t“‘
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4. EXAMPLE AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we give an example of, and some numerical results for,
Ž .the asymptotic behavior in the reaction-diffusion system 4 and the system
Ž . Ž .5 with time delays on a one-dimensional spatial domain V s 0, 1 . The
numerical solutions for both systems are obtained and demonstrated for
the purpose of comparison. By discretizing the reaction-diffusion systems
Ž . Ž .4 and 5 into finite-difference systems, we obtain numerical solutions
through the monotone iterative scheme developed and employed in several
w xearlier papers 2, 6, 7, 9 .
Ž .According to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, when r r ) 1, the positive
Ž .steady-state solution F x is globally asymptotically stable in both the
Ž . Ž .parabolic system 4 and the time-delay system 5 , provided that a ) b in
Ž . Ž .5 . The principal eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator on V s 0, 1 with
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions is l s p 2. If we take Au s 0.6u ,0 x x
Ž . Ž . 2then r r ) 1 whenever r x ) 0.6p . For the previous reasons we take
a s 0.51; b s 0.49; r x s 6.0 q 3 sin p x ;Ž . Ž .
K x s 10.3 y 5 sin p x ; c x s 5.3 y 2 cos p x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The time-delay period t is chosen to be 1.0. The initial functions in 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0.1 s Ž .and 5 are taken to be u x s 0.2 sin p x and h s, x s 0.2 e sin p x0
so that they satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions at
Ž . Ž .x s 0, 1 and the relations u x s h 0, x .0
Our numerical simulations for the time-dependent solutions of both the
reaction-diffusion systems with data given as noted previously are demon-
strated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
Ž . Ž .FIG. 1. Global stability in 4 no delay .
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Ž . Ž .FIG. 2. Global stability in 5 with delay .
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